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I consider curiosity to be the most important faculty of an 

artist. So far, through the initial, amateur phase that I am in, 

I've been enthusiastic towards learning newer techniques 

and trying my hand on different designs. I am looking 

forward to exploring the further depths of illustration and 

graphic style. Bold colors, lines, and patterns are other areas 

that fascinate me, and I quite often experiment with it. My 

designs are often emotive, minimal and sublime. I strive to 

attain harmony in designs, taking care of the intricacy of 

form and substance. 
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Corporate Re-branding of Everest Cables & Connectors.

Creating an identity that emphasises on the modern aesthetic and 
packaging solutions for the core product, i.e. household wires.

Emphasis on the legacy of the brand
Strong visual appeal

The Logo showcases the duality of nature with various components 
coming together in harmony - overlapping without interfering. It 
represents two live wires, intertwining to form the letter E.

EVEREST CABLES AND CONNECTORS

BRANDING

Circa 2016



Logo Exploration

The colours, red and black, have been adapted from 
the colours of standard house wires. 



The visual identity incorporates the elements from an electrical circuit, and represents the name of the brand.
The identity is continued throughout the branding collaterals and merchandise.











RECRUITEX MAGAZINE, TIMES JOBS

ILLUSTRATIONS

A series of illustrations representing the major job sectors 
for the bi-annual Times Jobs magazine, RecuiteX, an 

initiative by the Times group. 

Major emphasis on the recognisable elements of each 
sector.

Customised illustration style deviating from the usual style 
of the magazine.

Petrochemical SectorRetail Sector

FMCG Sector Telecommunication Sector

Circa 2016



WORKFLOW
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THINK BIG 2016

NEWSLETTERS

Illustrations for weekly emailers for Think Big 2016, an 
initiative by WEConnect International and Government 
of Karnataka.

Circa 2016







PERSONAL PROJECT

FONT SERIES

Circa 2016

Understanding different visual languages of 
selected favourite movies, to create and 
experiment with different graphic styles 

Understanding the essence of the cinematography 

Developing appropriate graphic styles to 
encompass various elements and moods of the 

movies

A for Avatar



B for Black Swan C for Charlie & the Chocolate Factory



E for Ex Machina H for Hollow Man



J for Jurassic ParkI for Inception



K for Kung-Fu Panda L for Life of Pi



M for Mad Max R for Ratatouille



S for Star Wars U for Up



KLYG

KLYG pays a satirical 
homage to our short 

memory spans and puts 
the irony of our cursed 

times on a single 
screen. 

The background lights 
up, but the Gods refuse 

to manifest.

Kali Yug
noun

Devanāgarī: कलियुग
/kəli juɡə/

lit. "age of [the demon] Kali", or 
"age of vice"

Circa 2016

We pluck the strings of Veena, our drums beat,
our voices hum to HIS praise. 
Shanks bide us Shanti, our heads bow in submission, 
our flowers flourish into prayers. 

In the colours of a hope, 
our flags fly from cities to mountains
But our sins
our sins the holy water pushes ashore,
it bleeds and refuses to take them abode. 

Oh our shrines will bathe in more roses 
And our idols will always soar 
Yet our deeds will bring us down 
Our sins, our sins will forever stay afloat.



INDIAN HABITAT CENTRE

BANNERS

Circa 2015

Categorised event calendar for a public space 
hosted by the Indian Habitat Centre, New Delhi.

Creation of bold graphics which are easily 
recognisable in public spaces.

Use of pastel colours for a modern outlook.
Adaptation of experimental art graphics to match 
the organisation theme.









PAINTINGS
Do you hear? 

This is the voice of an ancient land. The roar of king-
doms and ages, rise and fall through time. 

My salty waters mix with my fresh streams. I throw 
together dialects and bring you to one home. 

Do you feel me? 
This is the silk with a royal touch. The wool from 

where the hermits live. 
My saffron pours into my green, a wheels that takes 

us all ahead, and a white dove flies from our pots. 

Can you see me? 
I am the banjara dancing in the deserts, the fisher-
men with nets, the fighter with stars on shoulders.
My face painted green, I dance to the tunes of my-

thologies. I am a high head , I sing to my streets. 

Would you remember me? 
I am the remnants of scented sandalwood on your 

skin. I'm the aura of a Chinar tree. I stay with you 
long after you've left. 

Would you love me? 
I am black, white and all shades of grey. Red of Ran-

golis, brown of earth. I am home and the holiday. I 
am dance. I am divinity. I am everything in one. I am 

one in everything.



Circa 2016





Circa 2015

YELLOW SHARK
DIGITAL + ENTERTAINMENT

BRANDING Rebranding of Yellow Shark Digital + Entertainment, a design and 
event management agency based in New Delhi, India.

Create a quirky brand image to emphasise on the unconventional 
design approach of the company.

Subtle but recognisable representation of the brand name.

Experiment with playful elements to be used throughout branding 
collaterals and merchandise.







Here,
our timelines slip from archaic to anew

our sentences spill in countless languages
our homes

from villas to footpaths
smell of spices and folklores.

Our monsoons make us artists
our feets walk on dreams

we fly airplanes in narrow streets 
the paper boats always find a river to the sea.

I throw the colour to the sky 
while my neighbour lights a candle 

his suns set in suitcases 
my mornings catch fishes on ghats. 

Our towers talk to future 
Few meters away, a Haveli a tells a story. 

We, 
here, 

are always on a move
our nights are unforgiving, our passions true. 

We are the hands of the past
our country is our clay 

from an urchin to a film star
everyone  a sculptor here. 

We manner our hands, we architect its fate.

BHARAT

Lotus Temple, New Delhi



Vrindavan, Uttar Pradesh

Vrindavan, Uttar Pradesh
Circa 2014-2016



Araku Valley, Andhra Pradesh

Morgim Beach, Goa



Alleppey, Kerala

Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh



New Delhi, India



Corporate branding of Mystaire Room Fresheners.

Creating an identity that emphasises on the modern aesthetic, and 
packaging designs for the room freshener bottles.

MYSTAIRE

BRANDING

Circa 2016

M Y S T
A I R E



Symbolise flow of matter. Light as air and fluidic as 
the liquid . A transition from liquid to air.

The two parts of the brand name placed separately 
with a visual bridge created by  connecting the 
alphabets Y and I.

Logo

Typography







INDIAN HABITAT CENTRE

ANNUAL
PLANNER

Circa 2015

Desiging the yearly planner for India Habitat 
Centre, New Delhi, showcasing 12 selected public 
installations from all around the world.

Theme - Art in Public Spaces.

Shortlisted artists and artworks selected by the 
India Habitat Centre.

Variety of paper styles added to make an 
all-purpose annual planner

Make notes, lists, ideate and stay organised.











T H A N K  Y O U


